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In this study we propose a deep learning model, which we call step attention, for pedestrian tra-
jectory prediction. The proposed model consists of a special architecture which includes recurrent
neural networks, convolutional neural networks and a novel augmented attention model. Rather
than using hidden layers to learn factors that may indirectly affect the walking behavior, the step
attention model learns trajectory patterns directly from input sequences. We evaluate the step
attention using two datasets: TrajNet, which is a publicly available benchmark dataset, and a
proprietary dataset collected at an intersection. Furthermore, we compare the performance of step
attention to three existing state-of-the-art algorithms, including social LSTM, social GAN, and
occupancy LSTM.

Our experiments on the TrajNet dataset show that the average displacement error (ADP) of
step attention over a 4.8-second prediction horizon is about 0.53 meters, which is within the length
of a single step of an adult. The final displacement error (FDE) is 1.72 meters. Furthermore, both
average and final displacement errors are favorable compared to the benchmark methods.

Methods ADE (m) FDE (m)

Social LSTM 0.68 2.10

Occupancy LSTM 1.10 3.12

Social GAN 0.56 2.11

Step Attention 0.53 1.72

We conduct a second set of experiments using a pedestrian trajectory dataset collected at an
intersection using road side cameras. Unlike the TranjNet dataset, this dataset is not limited
to crowded scenarios, enabling us to assess the generalization performance of the step attention
model. Experimental results indicate that step attention can obtain an average displacement error
of about 0.9 meters for a 4-second prediction, and 1.6 meters for 6.5-second prediction horizon.
We also show the model prediction error propagates approximately linearly with the length of the
prediction horizon, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The ADE metric averaged across the test dataset. The shaded region highlights the 95%
confidence interval
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